
Seven Things
Churches

Must Do NOW
to Be Effective in the Post-Quarantine Era



Getting Ready for
a New Reality, 

Not a New Normal
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Mindset is critical here

Similar to disaster recovery

Communicate redundantly

Provide hope

Prepare for "bridge era" 
of 12 to 24 months
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Training
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3 Develop MHAGs

Vision is dead

Inward focus is the danger

Pray and Go is going well
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Make changes now4

The blank slate won't last long

The "corona cover"
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Begin one or 
more new digital 
closed-end groups 5

Limited number of

participants

4 to 8 weeks

Seek to move them to

in-person
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Create a plan B budget
Around 25% lower

The impact of unemployment with

no more stimulus packages

Not for approval, but for

contingency

The "what if?" question
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Train music and worship
leaders internally

7
High commitment members
Building worship leaders,
vocalists, and instrumentalists
at almost no cost
NOW is the time to begin



Worship the King
with Eric Roberts

Foundations of Guitar and Vocals
(discounted 50 % off full price)
Foundations Full Band Access
(discounted 65% off full price)
Both come with the bonus of
Pray and Go (through Monday)
Very limited time


